Aging, progression, and phenotype in breast cancer.
The malignant potential of cancer is dynamic, changing throughout the natural history of a tumor. For breast cancer, this is especially important because the clinical presentation has been altered by the increasing use of screening mammography. The varied outcomes of similarly staged patients is most consistent with breast cancer not being a homogeneous disease, but rather a spectrum of disease states that have varying capacities for growth and metastasis. Evolutionary pressures are at play in both tumor development and during the clinically apparent portion of the life of a tumor and are responsible for this spectrum of tumor heterogeneity. Required of tumors is the development of critical phenotypic attributes: growth, invasion, metastagenicity, and angiogenesis. The combination and permutation of genetic changes that result in the acquisition of these characteristics may vary, but they must result in some expression of each of these phenotypes. The expression of these attributes will differ as tumors evolve to become more adept at each of these characteristics. Recognizing tumor heterogeneity emphasizes the need to determine an individual tumor's place in the evolutionary spectrum. This may be accomplished using clinical features such as size, nuclear grade, and patient age, as well as by examining markers of angiogenesis, metastatic capacity, and proliferation. Identification of the extent of tumor progression with regard to these major tumor phenotypes should allow individual therapy to be fashioned for each patient.